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The focus of this LIFEline issue is on our recent sermon series Praxis - the Greek word for Function.
We trust you will be blessed as we remind ourselves of the truths we were taught
about the motivational gifts of the Teacher and Exhorter.

MONTHLY
THEME:

Expressions of an Exhorter's Heart
I didn't always know I was an exhorter. When the sermon
series on the motivational gifts began in spring 2013, I
assumed that my main gifts were prophet and leader.
While these two gifts are certainly part of the mix for me,
I have realized in the past year that the gift of exhortation
is probably the gift that serves as an umbrella or framework for the other giftings to which God has called me.
The Sunday when Pastor Jim spoke on exhortation, I did
not hear his sermon because I was back with the kiddos in
Big House. However, my sister, who was in town, heard it.
Both she and a very close friend of mine approached me
after the service and said, “That's totally your gift! I never
knew it was called that, but that's totally it!"
While it is very important to know one's gifts, I think it can
be a distraction to focus too much on naming our gifts
or developing a "navel-gazing" kind of spirituality that
focuses on us and how gifted we are. The point of having
spiritual gifts, naming them, and using them is always for
the benefit of God and His church. That said, I found it
encouraging both to have a name for some of the ways
I see and approach things and also to realize that it is
something God has intended for me to love and serve
His church.

MONTHLY

SCRIPTURE:

In his sermon on the motivational gift of exhortation,
Pastor Jim defined an exhorter as "one who brings
comfort, counsel, correction, and encouragement to

others, empowering them to live full and fruitful lives".
This is a perfect definition of my ongoing prayer for my
life and ministry. Also, he outlined several characteristics
of an exhorter: Here are a few of the ways I see these
characteristics working in my own life and in the lives
of others.
Empathetic/Energetic
God has blessed me with the ability to always see the
good in people. I am definitely a "glass-half-full" kind of
person. This is both a strength and a weakness. The
weakness to this is that I can sometimes become very
discouraged or lose hope when I see that someone with
clear potential and possibility chooses not to live it out.
In my work as a therapist, I sit with people hour after hour
and see all the hope and possibility in them. I see gifting
and possibilities that they don't even know they have.
A big part of being an exhorter is calling out potential and
possibilities that are not seen or obvious. I feel like I can
actually SEE and know in my spirit that someone has a
gifting for leadership or a mercy gift or a calling to write
or teach or... Frequently this is NOT what the person is
presenting. He or she is usually presenting anxiety,
depression, trauma, doubt. But I can see what is beyond
those things.
In my counseling practice, at church, and in my community, I also frequently see the deeper need that is going on.
The empathy God provides allows the exhorter to see that
someone who appears to be grumpy or Continued on page 3

Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly, teaching and admonishing one another in all wisdom,
singing psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, with thankfulness in your hearts to God.
Colossians 3:16 (ESV)
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pastor’sPAGE
The Teacher and the Exhorter
During our Praxis series at BCF in spring 2013, the
motivational gifts of teacher and exhorter were featured.
Annette Olson focused on the gift of teacher, using the
example of Jesus as He instructed His disciples. Pastor
Jim Olson spoke on what it means to be an exhorter, as
described in Colossians 3:16.
Each of us has several distinct components to our being.
Our conscience, our personality, our mental and physical
talents, and our emotional constitution, for instance, were
arranged by God when He shaped us in the womb. Of
course, our life experiences and our own choices affect
how these parts of ourselves ultimately read out in how we
live and what we do.
One aspect of our personhood that God designed is our
spiritual ministry or gift mix. Our ministry gifting is part of
our God-given enablement to fulfill our calling. Just as our
bodies have different parts and organs, so too does the
body of Christ. Our gift mix can be thought of as the body
part we are. Our spiritual ministry is God's design to make
us particularly suitable for accomplishing various kinds of
things in the kingdom of God.
The better we understand who (and what) God has made
us to be, the more fulfilled and effective we will be in
serving Him. I'm not a natural teacher. Instead, as a pastor,
I thrive on casting vision and moving people to action. I
beat myself up for years because I was not able to teach as
those who have that motivational gift. I can imagine that a
lot of pastors are struggling in the same way.
A teacher, as the word suggests, is one with the ability
to clearly explain the things of God. A teacher does not
announce new truth, and one who wishes to teach must
train and prepare to teach effectively. It is probably safe
to assume that one with the gift of teaching has also
been given a desire to study and learn. A teacher must
especially “stir up” his gift (2 Timothy 1:6, King James
Version) to increase his effectiveness. I believe this gift
of God is especially important and helpful. Where would
any of us be today were it not for gifted teachers who have
instructed us in our most holy faith!

situation. On this basis, the exhorter gives counsel and
says, “Because the Scripture teaches this, you must...”
Because of the nature of the gift of exhortation, the
exhorter risks being unpopular with many. Many simply
do not want to hear someone else tell them what to do!
Encouragement is good and challenge is okay, but
rebuke?! Yet, this gift is essential to the church. Mutual
exhortation is a responsibility of all Christians, not just
those gifted as exhorters. But if all in the body of Christ are
responsible to exhort, the exhorter is especially called to do
it. The counsel of an exhorter must not be taken lightly.
The cry of many Christians is "I don't even
know if I have a spiritual gift." I have heard this
statement from Christians who are spiritually
frustrated and do not seem to fit in anywhere.
Christians need to know their spiritual gifts for
two very important reasons. The first is that
God has a ministry for every believer. The
second is that knowing our spiritual gifts and serving God
with our gifting enables us to work where God has called
and qualified us to be.
Our actions and attitudes are the keys to finding our
spiritual gifts. May God guide each of us as we seek His
plan for us to identify our spiritual gifts and serve Him with
our gifting. May God help us “to excel in gifts that build up
the church” (1 Corinthians 14:12).

--Pastor Justin Byakweli
International Christian Fellowship

An exhorter, whose gift is based on the definition of the
Greek word parakaleo, ministers in three ways: 1)
encouragement (consolation and comfort), 2) challenge,
and 3) rebuke ( admonition). Perhaps our word counseling
best conveys all three of these expressions of exhortation.
The exhorter picks up where the teacher leaves off.
Someone has said that if the teacher lays out the truth, the
exhorter lays it on. The exhorter has insight to take the
broad principles of Scripture and apply them to a specific
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Let us hold tightly without wavering to the hope we affirm,
for God can be trusted to keep his promise.
Let us think of ways to motivate one another
to acts of love and good works.
And let us not neglect our meeting together,
as some people do, but encourage one another,
especially now that the day of his return is drawing near.
Hebrews 10:23-25 (NLT)

Expressions of an Exhorter’s Heart continued from page 1

aloof or angry or mean is frequently struggling with deep
hurts and experiences. God cares for and wants to
minister to these struggles.
Emboldened
Many people in my life (especially my husband!) would
call me a "straight shooter." An exhorter does not always
give warm and fuzzy exhortation. In fact, I believe that
exhorters are often called to say the hard things and be
the voice of truth in difficult situations. This is definitely
NOT my favorite part of this gifting, but it is how God
made me, and I must please Him above all else.
I often experience God "downloading" a word or an
admonition or a truth about someone or something. I
have learned the hard way that I need to begin by soaking
these things in prayer. After that, I usually can tell what or
when God is asking me to speak. Frequently, it is a word
of encouragement or strengthening. But it is also not
uncommon for God to ask me to point out a hard truth
or "speak the truth in love" to areas of sin and struggle in
others’ lives.

As exhorters, we must pursue our own growth and the
growth of others only in God's strength. And we must
leave the results of our efforts in His hands. God has
taught me that everything I do—whether it bears obvious
fruit or not—is for Him (Matthew 25:40). When I see it this
way, I don't need to fret about outcomes. He is in charge.
As was mentioned many times in the series on motivational gifts, we all have primary gifts, but we are also called to
grow and develop in all areas to become more and more
like Jesus. My hope and prayer for Bethel Christian
Fellowship and the Bethel Family of Churches is that we
will grow in this gift of exhortation. I pray that we will see
each other through the eyes of love and that we will call
out truth and goodness in each other. I pray that we will
love each other as Christ loved us and, most of all, that
we will become more and more like Jesus, the Lover of
our souls.
--Sarah Gross

In addition, the exhorter "sees opportunities and not
obstacles," as Pastor Jim mentioned in his sermon. God
uses us to see beyond the barriers to what is possible in
Him.
Empowered
Pastor Jim stated in his sermon that an exhorter "sees
potential and is always looking for that potential to see
what God is doing. An exhorter is always pursuing their
own personal growth and calls out growth in others." A
person who functions in the gifting of exhorter must do it
in God's strength, with His vision and His heart. It is
dangerous to try to do it in his or her own strength, for it
can lead to burnout, disillusionment, and even despair.

THE GROSS FAMILY (LEFT –RIGHT):
ANDREW , ELISE, JOE, TOBIAS, AND SARAH
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LIFE
Radiate Mission Team Reaches to
Fond du Lac

the harp and bowl worship service led by the Young Adult
Koinonia group.”

The day after ministering to 120 local children through our
Summer Kids Celebration in early August, eighteen youth
and adults packed up all of their Super Hero gear and
headed up to the Fond du Lac Reservation in northern
Minnesota. There they would replicate the experience for
the Native Americans who are served by Bill and Diana
Sutter and the Sawyer Chapel, one of our sister churches
in the Fellowship of Christian Assemblies.

GLORY: “Getting to see the kids have a relationship with
God and worship Him.”

Pastor Ben received this email shortly after they returned
to the Cities:
Hey Ben,
It is so good to hear
from you. I am so
grateful for the many
ways that we, Sawyer
Chapel and our family
have been blessed by
your group. Your group
did a great job in handling very limited accommodations
and bridging into the children and people on our
reservation. I think it is totally awesome that you guys
have found a such a nitch with Brandon and Brody this is how you know you have had an impact with our
people. Also, the way you seamlessly worked with other
ministry that happened in that incredibly busy week. I
have never seen so much valid valuable ministry happen
in Fond du Lac at one time. The Sunday after you left a
Navaho group that was at Wood City Festival came and
ministered at our church. It was very awesome. I feel
that all the ministry and prayer that went into that week
is preparation for the continued move of the Holy Spirit
that will go on for months to come. To me this so much
more than flash bang ministry, which may look like a
huge harvest has happened but produces no long term
results. We are going to see long term results for this
ministry, and we have some excited Indian people.
Thank you so much for every thing, and many blessings
to all who came and sowed in His and our field.
Bill Sutter
Several of the team members responded to the following
questions as they reflected on their time up north:
Was there a particular time you felt like God showed
up on this trip?
LUCAS: “Sunday morning we led the service at Sawyer
Chapel and I felt God’s love. I also felt God showed up at

SOPHIE: “. . . Being able to talk to and connect with the
kids during craft time and reflection.”
TYLER: “. . . When we went to Gooseberry Falls and
Duluth. I had never been to either of those places and they
were absolutely beautiful. I also enjoyed teaching the kids
during our Summer Kid’s Celebration we led up there. I
had a blast doing that!”
PASTOR BEN: "The relational aspect of the trip. Building
relationships with the kids and seeing the kids build
relationships with each other. Building relationship with
the people in Fond Du Lac and building relationship with
Bill and Diane Sutter. Bill and Diane have been there
ministering for the past 25 years. Their last youth team
came and ministered alongside them 18 years ago. We
were able to breath new life into them and refresh their
spirits. I could tell that this trip has opened a door for other
youth teams to go minister on the reservation."
Were there any moments where you connected with
God?
GLORY: "Thursday, during the harp and bowl worship, I felt
God's presence and I spoke in tongues. I was filled by
prayer and hearing other people's testimonies about how
God ministered to them that evening."
PASTOR BEN: "“It was like a constant Holy Spirit moment. I
was able to build relationship with a particular native family
while we were there and there's even continued with some
of the kids we met there. We got to hang out with two of
the kids we met in Fond Du Lac at a boxing event here in
the cities recently."
How do you feel we grew as a team?
LUCAS: "Well, when you camp in a 20 person tent you
tend to grow pretty close! We grew in love with one another
and stayed focused on our goal, which was to build
relationships with the kids. I think we accomplished that."
GLORY: "We had discussions were I felt like we were able
to be open and honest with each other. I felt like the talks
that were led by Ben and Katya allowed us to be more real
with one another."
SOPHIE: "We learned to love on people individually, to
handle each other (on the team) respectfully, and how to
include others."
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TYLER: “I feel like we were able to come together when it
mattered most and achieve the goals we intended to
achieve. We grew in relation with one another and there
was a lot of leadership development within the youth group.
I was very impressed."

TYLER: “I feel like I came to know who I was as a leader. In
the past I've been passive and I've found it hard to speak
up because I was afraid people wouldn't like me. That
wasn't the case on this trip! I felt like God really gave me
the strength to lead effectively and boldly."

PASTOR BEN: “I felt like we grew in tolerance for each
PASTOR BEN: “I grew in patience, tolerance, and wisdom.
other. Not only that but our understanding for each other.
There were some team dynamic issues I had to wrestle
We grew relationally that's for sure. It was evident the youth through."
group grew relationally when we led the Sunday morning
service here at BCF (8/24). There was also leadership
development that took place."
How do you feel you grew on this trip?
LUCAS: "Mostly spiritually. Becoming tired in spirit and
realizing my limits. I gained patience with projects and grew
in my faith in God."
GLORY: "When I was leading the kids in dances and
praying for people I felt like a leader. I also felt I grew by
doing our drama skits. I was really out of my comfort zone."
SOPHIE: "I learned that patience is the thing I need to pray
for quite a bit, along with self-control and temperance."
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An Exhorter Grows through Difficult
Circumstances
This past school year has been one of difficulty, growing
maturity, and discovery about the motivational gift of
exhortation. When Pastor Jim gave his message on this in
May 2013, he described an exhorter as someone who
"brings comfort, counsel, correction, and encouragement
to others, empowering them to live full and fruitful lives."
Mostly through what others have said about me and my
circumstances, I have been encouraged in this gift that I
didn't see in myself. (Even exhorters need to be exhorted!)

doing. In a recent recommendation letter, the principal said
this about me: "She gets along with all people."

I have worked at a school for eleven years. The past three
years, I have had the privilege of being under a principal
who saw my potential to be a leader. It was a complete
shock for me to be leading the biggest department in the
school, a department central to the needs of the students.
I had the opportunity to not only direct and organize things
and give input, but to also listen and counsel people. I was
in the center of everything, including discussions with
different types of people.

God is the best exhorter! With His help, I was able to
walk through conflict, negativity, and physical, mental,
and emotional warfare. It is not easy to be in a toxic
environment and not succumb to the negativity or frame
of mind. Needless to say, I had to do some repenting and
soul searching. When you are an exhorter, it is easy to care
so much about the potential of someone or something (a
person or a school for instance) that you push too hard or
actually take on God's role. He is the One who changes a
person or a place.

In my work, I have not only seen the potential of co-workers
and students, but I have also been concerned with
the potential of the school itself. When you are seeing
potential, you are looking at a person, a situation, or a
place through God's eyes. You are also able to see from
different points of view. My positions at the school and
my experiences in life have helped me to have various
perspectives, which have helped me to understand the
points of view held by administrators, teachers, and, in
some cases, even students.
Anyone who works in the field of education knows that the
battle is daily. However, this past year was one of the
school’s most difficult years. We had at least fifteen people
leave for different reasons. In addition, two staff members
were dealing with cancer, either personally or in their
families. At one point, it seemed like there was one difficulty
after the next. I had the privilege of bringing comfort,
counsel, correction, and encouragement to colleagues
through that time.
Feeling like I wanted to quit myself, I remember telling a
co-worker, "We will be OK." It was a privilege for me to
be an ear and mouthpiece for Jesus. Co-workers have
encouraged me with comments like "Thank you for being a
caring leader... Thank you for being a kind, caring ear and
steady person... Thank you for being my rock...”

Not everyone was thanking me. A person with the motivational gift of exhortation can exhort people or organizations
to live out their full potential, but he or she can't force them
to do it. It is easy to be an exhorter when people need it
and are hungry for it. But it isn't as easy when people are
doing something wrong and don't want to hear the truth.

The empathy that comes with the gift of exhortation can
sometimes become overwhelming, especially if a lot of
people come to you and "unload." God also tends to
“highlight” those who are struggling emotionally. Being
a pretty sensitive person myself, I have found that my
boundaries can get blurry. Needless to say, I have learned
a lot.
Growing pains are hard, but a lot of the time, God needs to
bring us through difficult circumstances for us to be pruned
and discover more about ourselves. Through it all, Jesus
exhorts us, "...let your light shine before others, that they
may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in
heaven" (Matthew 5:16).
--Tiffany Good

(Editor’s note: The words from
the Steven Curtis Chapman
song on the next page have
been a encouragement to
Tiffany this past year and
we trust that they will also
encourage you.)

If you would have asked me years ago if I was a "people
person," I probably would have said no. But God is working
in my life so that I can build relationships with people and
walk across the threshold of fear to opportunity when they
share their heart with me. I am not quite there yet! Yet, I
am encouraged that other people are seeing what God is
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Praying for our Kids (& Their Teachers!)
It's that time of year again. New supplies have been
purchased and parents are getting ready to say goodbye to
their children who are heading off to schools that may be
half way across the country or just around the block. What
does that have to do with us you might ask? We as their
church family have the opportunity to bless these children
with all they need for a successful year.
How can we do that? We can send them off and support
them with our prayers. When we dedicate children at BCF,
we covenant with the parents to help their children and all
others in our midst to grow up in the knowledge and love of
God. Prayer is a very active way to do that.
Here are some suggestions for partnering in prayer:
 Each day of the week pick a different grade (or age
group) to pray for. If you used preschool through
senior in college you could get through everyone about
twice a month. You don't have to know each child's
name.
 Pray for ears to hear and eyes to see what God wants
them to learn.
 Pray for the fruits of the Spirit (love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness
& self-control) to pour out of them so their classmates
and teachers can “taste & see that the Lord is good!”

 Pray for them to know “how wide and how deep” is
God's love for them.
 Pray for opportunities for them to grow in grace &
wisdom as they learn more about God's creation.
 Pray for a good balance of study & time to play with
friends & family.
 Pray for healthy bodies that have enough good food to
eat and time to rest.
Their teachers and administrators also need our prayers.
Their jobs are so important and take a lot of wisdom and
strength. While we are praying for the children we could be
praying the same things for these hard workers.
--Annette Olson

"Will you, members of this
congregation, be faithful to
your calling as members of the
body of Christ, to support and
encourage this family, so that this
child and all other children in our
midst may grow up in the
knowledge and love of God?"

The Glorious Unfolding
Lay your head down tonight
Take a rest from the fight
Don't try to figure it out
Just listen to what I'm whispering to your heart
Cause I know this is not
Anything like you thought
The story of your life was gonna be
And it feels like the end has started closing in on you
But it's just not true
There's so much of the story that's still yet to unfold

And this is going to be a glorious unfolding
Just you wait and see and you will be amazed
We've just got to believe the story is so far from over
So hold on to every promise God has made to us
And watch this glorious unfolding

And this is going to be a glorious unfolding
Just you wait and see and you will be amazed
You've just got to believe the story is so far from over
So hold on to every promise God has made to us
And watch this glorious unfolding

Of this glorious unfolding
We will watch and see and we will, be amazed
If we just keep on believing the story is so far from over
And hold on to every promise God has made to us
We'll see the glorious unfolding

God's plan from the start
For this world and your heart
Has been to show His glory and His grace
Forever revealing the depth and the beauty of
His unfailing Love
And the story has only begun

Just watch and see (unfolding)
This is just the beginning of the beginning (unfolding)

We were made to run through fields of forever
Singing songs to our Savior and King
So let us remember this life we're living
Is just the beginning of the beginning

--© Steven Curtis Chapman
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The Teacher
(Editor's note: BCF's David and Keturah Pestel, with their
daughters Mirabel and Aviana, have been living in Peru since
last August, when they began a sabbatical period there. We
believe you will be blessed by the thoughts that David, the past
coordinator of the Concordia University Somali Adult Literacy
Training, shares in the article below.)

You should have seen the
look on the bus driver’s
face as we attempted to
quickly load about twentyfive Somali Adult Literacy
Training (SALT) students
and volunteers onto the
Eastbound 16 bus. We
were taking a “test.” The
units in our English classes were focused on “Getting
around Town,” and the final test was to see if our students
could board a bus and make it to the Rondo Community
Library. We were a bit excited, a bit nervous... But it was
fun to see the success.

“So, Mirabel is pushing each moment for more ‘together
time,’ and Mom is working to create ‘alone time.’”
“Mirabel, what do you think happens when you and Mom
are pulling opposite directions?”
She thinks about it, and…Mirabel gets it.
Now that doesn’t mean everything has been worked out,
but a connection was made. The little light bulb went on.
Connections. What connections have you made recently?
As a learner, you’re making connections. As you coach
others to connections, you become a teacher.
Note of warning: If our goal is to impress others, we aren’t
teachers. We are actors looking for a stage. When we
teach in love, we are asking God, “Where are You leading
this person?” and “How can I be of help in this process?”

For many of our students, it was their first ride on a public
bus. For many of our teachers, this “test” highlighted their
hard work (Good job, Julie, Karen, and others!).

You can ask God right now, “How are You teaching me?”
And you can ask Him to guide you to be a teacher to those
around you: your kids, co-workers, friends. “Guide me,
Lord.”

So… What makes a good teacher?

A reminder of some practical tips:

Connections.
To teach is to coach to c-o-n-n-e-c-t-i-o-n-s.
Connect challenges with historical
lessons with the bigger picture.
Connect bits of data.
Connect people with questions to people with answers.
Connect questions to possible answers.
If you are a “connector,” you’re a teacher. If you are a
teacher, you’re a “connector.”

1. As Annette Olson, using the acronym T.E.A.C.H.,
taught in April 2013, a teacher Takes time,
Educates with enthusiasm, Asks questions,
Coaches with compassion, and Helps to grow to
full potential. (Check out the
www.betheltwincities.org Web site to listen to
Annette's teaching again.)
2. If you begin your day reading the Bible, you will
find opportunities to use what God shows you to
benefit others.
3. Pay attention to good teachers and how do they
do it? Take one tip from each person you see
teaching well.
4. Pray for wisdom.

Ms. Littlefield had all the second grade students gather
together around the easel to talk about the
Here in Arequipa this past week (our family is spending a
“Star of the Week.” I thrilled about the
couple years in the south of Peru), we sat down as a family
stuffed chair that I, as the “Star,” got to sit in
to talk about “space” (and I don’t mean the final frontier).
during reading time. I enjoyed having my
picture on the bulletin board, but the high“Mirabel, if it was up to you, how much time would you
light of the week involved this circle of classspend with Mom?”
mates as they told Ms. Littlefield the things they “like about
David.” In the personal note she wrote to me and attached
“ALL the time (with great six-year-old enthusiasm).”
to the poster, she mentioned that if she had a son, she
would want him to be just like me. She connected the
“Keturah, if it were up to you, how much time would you
students to one another, connected the students to good
spend with Mirabel?”
questions, and connected me to encouragement.
“Well, I want to spend time with Mirabel, but I value my
‘alone time’ a lot too.”

I want to be like Ms. Littlefield.
--David Pestel
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CAN YOU MAKE THESE CONNECTIONS?

1. This person was put on trial in ancient Athens, for
"corrupting the youth." Famous for creating the method
of working to find answers by relentlessly asking
questions.
A.
2. This Italian medical doctor and education reformer
invented a still-popular method of teaching – including
respect for the child's independence, as well as his or
her unique path of learning, with a great deal of freedom in a "discovery" model (“discovery” vs. being told).
B,
3. Born a slave, this person educated himself to become a teacher, and eventually the founder of the
Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute in Alabama—
a school for African Americans— believing education
and economic advancement were the keys to political
equality in the
future.
4. This American educator is known for success in the
Harlem Children's Zone (HCZ), a non-profit group
dedicated to providing consistent and continuous highquality education to children in a several-dozen-block
area of Harlem.

C.

D.
5. This educational reformer changed the face of
American public schools. Before the reforms, public
schools in much of the country involved untrained
teachers and few standards. This person established a
state board of education to oversee the schools of
Massachusetts and set up teaching institutes to train
teachers in subject matter and educational methods.
6. This person is best known for founding the American
Red Cross, but was also a teacher. This person taught
at several schools in Massachusetts early in life and
opened a free public school in New Jersey at a time
when there were almost none in the area.

E.

F.

The answers are here, but try to answer
the questions without looking. Your kids
are used to following these instructions.
Now it’s your turn. ☺
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(Answers: a:4 - Geoffrey Canada / b:6 - Clara Barton / c:2 - Maria Montessori / d:3 - Booker T. Washington / e:1 - Socrates /
f:5 - Horace Mann)
Information taken from (http://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/curiosity/topics/famous-educators- pictures.htm) and summarized.
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The Common Denominator of a Good Teacher
“Write about a great teacher you had and what made
them so great.” That is what I was asked to do, and it
should be a simple task. Mentally make a list of every
teacher that I have had, pick one, and write about him or
her. Simple, right? Wrong. The problem is that I have
been surrounded by teachers my whole life! They have
truly been EVERYWHERE. There have been teachers
in schools and teachers at dance classes or instrumental
lessons. I have met many teachers at church in Sunday
School and I can’t even escape teachers at home. Not
only are both of my parents teachers, but I have two
grandparents who are college professors and even
my great aunt and uncle – and their children – are
teachers. Needless to say, I have had many teachers
to choose from.

taught through compassion
and encouragement. As a
high school English teacher,
he had many classes each
day and he began every
class the same way: “How is
everyone today on a stress
scale of 1-10?” Before each
class, this English teacher
took the time to listen to his
class, care about them, and
see how they were doing. If
a majority of the class was
frustrated with their day and functioning at a low number,
he would take time to learn why, and if possible, slightly
alter his lesson plan to help lighten the mood. My peers
Before choosing a teacher, I needed to determine what
and I learned great things about historical plays or classic
makes a good teacher. A natural answer would be to say works of literature, but most importantly each of his
a good teacher has been given the gift of teaching. Certain students felt valued and respected. By regularly checking
people have the gift to instruct and explain concepts, both in with students, this teacher was able to earn respect and
Biblical and otherwise, more easily than others. But can
taught students about far more than just English - he
a great teacher excel in ways other than successfully
showed how to care.
explaining concepts?
Early last year, Annette Olson preached a sermon about
One of the first teachers that I thought of was a math
teaching. She explained that teachers T.E.A.C.H. -- a
teacher of mine who definitely had the gift of teaching. She good teacher:
could explain ideas in such a way that it was impossible to
not understand. She was great at breaking ideas apart and
Takes time,
helping her students understand concepts.
Educates with energy and enthusiasm,
Asks questions,
Another memorable teacher I encountered was my high
Coaches with compassion, and
school band director. He taught through the lens of friend
and encourager. Students could laugh and have fun
Helps students grow to full potential.
with him; therefore, they wanted to be in the band room
practicing or rehearsing with groups. His strength was
These “steps” may look different for each person
the ability to encourage success, meet his students
in a teaching position; however, they are all very
wherever they were at, and help build them up – this gifting important. Each and every one of us will be placed in
expresses itself differently than the math teacher whose
a teaching position at least once in our life, whether that is
strength was “explaining”.
as a parent, a mentor, or even a professional teacher, and
all have the chance to make a huge impact. It does not
Yet another teacher comes to mind when I think about
matter whether your natural gift is that of healing,
great teachers. My college clarinet professor is an
encouraging, or knitting -- when your turn to teach comes,
amazing instructor, listener, and problem solver. He builds the most important thing is to care. Each teacher that I
trust with his students while encouraging them even
have come across has had different strengths, but the one
through difficult-to-grasp concepts. He listens and does
common denominator each life-impacting teacher has had
not give up, even when I struggle to comprehend a new
is their love for students. Great teachers care and are
technique he has explained multiple times. Instead of
willing to take time to get to know their students, children,
getting frustrated, he works to discover new ways to
or mentees. Most importantly, they love. Jesus affirmed
portray the idea. He has remarked that he has enjoyed
this by saying:
working with the students in my class because none of us
have his same learning style. He has needed to find many
“A new command I give you: Love one another.
new ways to help us understand techniques.
As I have loved you, love one another. By this
everyone will know that you are my disciples, if
I have had teachers who are great at explaining,
you love one another.” John 13:34-45
encouraging, and problem-solving and even some whose
strength was to simply listen. An English teacher of mine
--Kendra Pankow
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A Teacher Shares Lessons She Has Learned
From Out of Control to
Control
Ricardo* has diagnoses of
high-functioning autism,
ADHD, and anxiety. The
transition to junior high was
very hard for him. He was
overwhelmed, trying to
navigate new norms,
transitions within his day, and
peer interactions. He spent
It has been my desire to, in some small way, have an
more time in the office and out of class in seventh grade
impact on the lives of the students with whom I have
than he did in class. When he was provoked, the entire
worked. For some who have struggled to navigate the task hallway of classes knew it as he would “tantrum” to drown
of reading, decoding, and comprehension, I have observed out the chaos in his mind. Some were recommending a
the unlocking of confidence from a belief that they cannot
more restrictive setting for him.
be a reader to finding joy in reading. For others who
have struggled to regulate their emotions, moods, and
With intentional supports and options built into his day,
behaviors, I hope that I have provided a safe place to try,
Ricardo began to have small successes—making it through
fail, and try again as I tell them that EVERY day, EVERY
an hour, a day, a week without episodes. Against many
moment, is a new opportunity to find success!
odds, Ricardo was determined to enter the “adult world”
and got his driver’s license, a job, and entrance to a
My hope is that the students I’ve worked with have left my community college where he is tackling the foundation
classroom knowing that an adult genuinely cared about
courses in stride toward pursuing his dream career of
them as individuals, saw their potential, and passionately
computer animation programming. Ricardo had storms in
pursued ways to support their achievement and growth—
his mind daily and likely still has some small squalls, but he
both academically and socially. In reality, it is I who have
has learned to find an inner calm to navigate the demands
learned lessons along the way. God has used the stories of of life.
my students time and time again to teach me and remind
me of His great love for His precious children. He has
You protect the poor; you protect the helpless
when they are in danger. You are like a shelter
shown me that His ways are higher than we, with our ways,
can even imagine!
from storms, like shade that protects them from
the heat. --Isaiah 25:4
From Can’t to Can
Bryce* was a student who struggled with the academic
So Many Other Stories...
demands of school. Dyslexia made reading a challenge.
Bonny* refuses to let her cerebral palsy and need for
While his mind was sharp and he could engage in high
walking sticks and extra processing time get in the way of
levels of conversation, reading a passage in a textbook
her independent spirit. Dwane* was determined to fight
was like reading gobbledegook.
his way to cross the graduation podium when, during his
senior year, he faced abandonment, homelessness, and
He loved the outdoors and would tell stories about going
to the Boundary Waters and about the building projects at physical and mental health challenges. There are so many
other stories I could share—stories of overcomers, stories
his cabin. He took amazing photos of wildlife. He had his
of champions—hundreds of examples of how God used a
sights set on working for the DNR, and truly, I wasn’t sure
that those goals were realistic. He found ways to navigate child with a “disability” to teach ME that HE is truly able.
The apostle Paul wrote:
text, using audio versions and having others read to him.
He was determined.
My brothers and sisters, I am sure that
you are full of goodness. What you know
With support and accommodations, he took the ACT and
is complete. You are able to teach one
was admitted to a college! College was challenging for him,
another. --Romans 15: 14
but he refused to give up on his dream. He did indeed find
a career working for the DNR! Bryce pursued his passions,
and while there were real obstacles, he refused to give up. Yes, I continue to learn lessons from students every day!
I invite you to do the same. Look into the lives of those you
He found strength that inspired me and so many others.
work with and live by. What is God doing in their lives that
can be teaching YOU?
I can do all things through Christ, because he
gives me strength. --Philippians 4: 13
--Carole Pankow
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I have been an educator for over twenty years. Professionally, I have been a teacher of students with special needs
in a public secondary school for the majority of my career.
Initially, I went into the field of special education because I
had a passion to make a difference in the lives of students,
many of whom do not have “champions” or “cheerleaders”
in their lives, who struggle to find academic success in
traditional school models and face real learning, physical,
and emotional/behavioral obstacles and challenges each
day.

pastoralL
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The Ministry of an Exhorter

Exhorters have the ministry of...

To function in the role of an exhorter is to act like the Holy Spirit. His
nature, His fruit needs to flow out of the work and word of the exhorter.
We see this in the fact that the word exhort or exhortation is the word
parakleo in the Greek. It is literally the same root as the word that
describes the Holy Spirit as our Comforter/Helper in John 14:26: "But the
Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, He will
teach you all things and will bring to your remembrance all that I have
said to you."

♦

Second Corinthians 7:6 further describes the ministry of exhortation as
“God, who comforts the downcast...” Exhortation is not simply a good
thought; it is an action (a present, active verb) toward another. It involves
communication—words that at times bring comfort, encouragement,
entreaty, desire, or loving confrontation. It also involves presence—being
willing to enter someone else's world, truly coming alongside them and
relating to them. It is one thing for us to speak into someone's life, but
definitely quite another for us to speak incarnationally into another's life.
We all will, at times, have opportunity to function in healthy exhortation,
but God has equipped some people with exhortation as a special spiritual
gift. Romans 12:6-8: "Having gifts that differ according to the grace, let us
use them: ... the one who exhorts, in his exhortation ..." Do you know who
God has equipped with this special gift in the body of Christ at BCF? We
need to know the exhorters, for they are a key communication tool in the
local church.

♦

♦
♦

♦

Giving comfort: Matthew 5:4 - “Blessed are those who mourn, for
they shall be comforted.”
Appealing to others: Matthew 8:5 - “When Jesus entered
Capernaum, a centurion came forward to him appealing to Him,
'My servant is lying paralyzed...'”
Inviting others in: Acts 8:31 - “... he invited Philip to come up and
sit with him.”
Exhorting others to continue: Acts11:23 - “When he came and
saw the grace of God, he was glad and exhorted them all to remain
faithful to the Lord with steadfast purpose.”
Asking to see others and speak with them: Acts 28:20 - “For this
reason I have asked to see you and speak with you.”

The ministry of exhortation does not seem to have power (teeth/force) as
much as it has the power of entreaty. First Thessalonians 4:1 says,
“Finally then brothers, we ASK and URGE you in the Lord Jesus, that as
you have received from us how you ought to walk and to please God, just
as you are doing, that you do so more and more.”
What a healthy, necessary ministry is the ministry of exhortation! Please
open your heart to the ministry of exhortation. So many in the church
have no one who enters their world, speaking words that will uplift,
strengthen, help, and encourage them.
Please be like the Holy Spirit…the Comforter.
--Pastor Dave Ogren

familyL
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Squirrel!
I learned something about squirrels recently. Typically when the little
furry rodents come to my mind it is in the context of silliness. That may
simply be because the alliteration silly squirrel rolls so nicely off the
tongue, or it may be thanks to the Silly Squirrel Dance made popular by
Sesame Street. But there is another behavior that is also named for
these particular creatures – and it is referred to as squirreling away. I
watched this action unfold before my eyes in a most amazing way.
As I was unloading groceries from my car one Saturday, I turned to
make second trip to the trunk and noticed a squirrel dragging a long
branch up the tree towards the hole where his nest was hidden. This
branch was easily five times longer than the squirrel and was shaped
like a Y, so that as he tried to pull it into the hole the short end of the
stick got caught and caused it to fall back to the ground.
Picture this: The ground around this tree was covered with sticks
and branches, but this squirrel went back down to the ground and
scampered right over to the exact same branch and started dragging it
back up the tree towards his hole. This time he happened to grab it by
the long end and it looked like he had a good chance of success, but his
little paws slipped, and down went the branch again.

into the hole it disappeared completely into
the small round opening 20 feet above the
ground.
Then he came back down to the branchstrewn ground and went immediately to the
small piece that had just recently broken
apart. He picked it up with ease and
scurried away to reunite the two pieces in the hidden confines of my
boulevard tree.
I was astonished! I had heard of “squirreling away” supplies for a future
need. But I had never considered focus, determination, and persistence
to be attributes that would apply to this particular species.
My take-away – and it seems there is always a lesson to be learned
when observing nature – is that we are not to make concrete categorizations about people or things. One squirrel may not always act like
another squirrel. One person may not always act like another person.
The gifts and talents, and the strengths exhibited in each of us, are
different from those of others around us. They may not be what we
would expect to see by looking at outward appearances. And they may
surprise us.

So down went the squirrel – back once again – to the same branch. I
watched him make this attempt at least ten times before the inevitable
What a teachable moment this was for me. This little squirrel was an
happened, and this time the branch broke as it hit the ground. Now it
incredible, delightful surprise. May I find equal delight in witnessing the
was in two pieces. But the squirrel wasn’t discouraged, nor was he
quirks and qualities of the people who share my corner of the world!
confused. He went first to the largest piece, picked it up, and confidently
pulled it toward his destination. With no fork to hamper its entrance
--Liz Kimmel
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The Pursuit of Holiness
by Jerry Bridges
But just as He who called you is holy, so be holy in all you
do; for it is written, “Be holy, for I am holy.”
– 1 Peter 1: 15-16, NIV
As a Metro Transit bus driver, one of my minor duties is
to walk through the bus at the end of the line, checking
for items that have been accidentally left behind by
passengers. At the end of the day, drivers tag these items
and turn them in to the garage
staff to be sent by overnight
courier to the Lost & Found
Department. If the item is small
and inexpensive, we have the
option to have it returned to
us if it remains unclaimed.
One day as I was making my
inspection, I discovered a little
yellow paperback book that had
been left behind on a seat. It
was a bit worn and dog-eared,
but it looked like interesting
reading, and the title intrigued
me, so I asked that it be
returned to me if the rightful
owner never claimed it. Several weeks later, my wish
was granted.
The book was “The Pursuit of Holiness” by Jerry Bridges.
And as I began to read, I felt myself being leveled and built
up all at the same time. In this Year of Growing Maturity,
I eagerly endorse this little book that is readable,
challenging, encouraging, and healing.
“Holiness” is a word that can make me inwardly cringe.
It can make me think of long lists of “dos and don'ts,”
sour dispositions, and a general atmosphere of legalism.
But this is a mistake. I appreciate Jerry Bridges' reminder
that holiness is not a matter of legalistic observance, but
an attitude of the heart.
God intends the Christian life to be a life of joy-not drudgery...only those who are obedient-- who
are pursuing holiness as a way of life-- will know
the joy that comes from God. (page 131)
He also reminded me that holiness is not some fuzzy
state of altered consciousness, but is reflected in the
mundane choices and decisions I make every day. Real
holiness doesn't exist in an ivory tower, but it walks the
neighborhood with integrity, purity, and love. Holiness is
within reach, if I will reach for it. It is available, and it is
expected.

I often find myself in that “Romans 7” place, wanting to live
a life that pleases the Lord every day, but finding instead
that I do the things I don't want to do, and don't do the
things I want to do. Mr. Bridges very helpfully suggests
that a better approach to this dilema is to think in terms of
obedience, rather than victory:
Obedience is oriented toward God; victory is oriented
toward self... This is not to say that God does not want
us to experience victory, but rather to emphasize that
victory is a byproduct of obedience. (page 18)
The pursuit of holiness carries with it two dangers: the
danger of being overwhelmed with a sense of our own
defeat, and the danger of feeling smug and self-satisfied
with our successes. This book reminds me of God's call
to “be holy, for I am holy”, and Mr. Bridges' chapter on the
holiness of God is a good antidote to this second danger.
That was the chapter that really leveled me--and that's a
good thing.
But this book isn't just about the demand for holiness.
There is also gracious provision. The chapter about
Christ's perfect holiness, credited to my account through
faith in Him, and the Holy Spirit's power to help me live a
life that is more and more conformed to Him was especially
encouraging to me. The Lord is more interested in our
holiness than we are, and as we obey Him, He will help us
to grow and to persevere. As followers of Jesus Christ, the
pursuit of holiness is not optional, but there is mercy, and
grace to help in time of need (Hebrews 4: 14-16).
I am also thankful that Mr.
Bridges chose to title his book
“The Pursuit of Holiness”, rather
than “The Complete Possession
of Holiness”. In this book, he
speaks transparently about some
of his own struggles, and shares
strategies that he himself has
found helpful. The approach isn't
“do as I say,” but rather, “this is
what has helped me.” This book
has been helpful to me, and I am
pleased to recommend it.
–- Norm Anderson
(Editor’s note: This is the second installment of our newly
introduced book review feature. If you have read a book you
believe will motivate our church body to growing maturity in
Christ, and would like to contribute to this column, please contact
Liz Kimmel at lkimmel@betheltwincities.org.)
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CAN YOU IDENTIFY WHICH ANIMAL LIVES IN EACH HOME UNDERLINED IN THE POEM BELOW ?

Home Sweet Home
Several tunnels lead the way
To these homes without garages.
Branches piled above the pond
Are houses we call lodges5.

People live in lots of different houses
In lots of different corners of the land.
Some are made of leaves or fabric,
Some from metal, concrete, ice, or sand.
There are single homes, apartment houses
Some with basements, some on stilts,
Castles, mansions, teepees, igloos . . .
Lots of kinds of houses have been built.

These creatures live in groups
With a network that is thorough.
They build their whole town underground
Using tunnels to get to their burrow6.

Animals have houses, too,
In caves and lakes and trees.
See if you can match them up –
Like a Hive for the Honeybee.

This tiny baby mammal
Makes his home inside his mother.
Her pouch7 will keep him very safe
‘Till he grows as big as his brother.

This bird looks too well dressed
To be involved in crookery.
He spends his days with the walrus and seals
Before going home to the rookery1.

The Bible says the Son of God
Has nowhere to lay His head.
Foxes have holes and birds have nests,
But He was without a bed.

This tiny bug causes trouble indeed
Wherever he is found.
Perhaps it’s because as he eats through our homes
They collapse into great big mounds2.

This animal is a mammal –
The only one that flies.
He leaves his roost4 when the night is young
Eating bugs till the sun starts to shine.

--Liz Kimmel

1. Penguin 2. Termite 3. Ant 4. Bat 5. Beaver
6. Prairie Dog 7. Kangaroo

This insect lives a life
The opposite of solitary.
He and millions of his buddies
Line the sidewalks with their formicaries3.

He found His rest in obeying God
Wherever He happened to roam.
The same can be true for each of us
As we move toward our heavenly home.

In honor of the theme of this LIFEline issue, the following poem is a TEACHING poem about EXHORTATION

 Homographs are spelled alike but have very different sounds. (Tear – cry; Tear – rip)
 Homonyms are spelled alike and sound alike. (Bear – to carry; Bear – the animal)
 Homophones sound alike but are spelled differently. (Peace, Piece)
There are 23 Homophones in this poem (including the title). Circle them and write the correct spelling on the lines provided.
--Liz Kimmel

The Rite Whey

______________________________________________________

I want too be an encourager
To billed up my saddened friend;
I want to bare their burdens,
Bring they’re grieving too an end.
Sum hurts may seam like miner ones,
Butt when yore going threw them
Yew just want someone to bee with you
Against the pane and mayhem.
Sew give a flour, sing a song,
Oar simply hold there hand,
And prey that God wood use you
As you make you’re faithful stand.

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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Labyrinth: A Patchwork Psalm for
the Road
Exactly 22 years after
crowning at my dawn birth
and nearly a month after
cap and tassel crowns me an adult
I stand at the crossroads and look.
Behind me are
the jobs I turned down and the ones that
turned me down,
the housing offers I passed up
because my gut wouldn’t settle.
Ahead of me is
where the sidewalk ends
and before the street begins.
I used to walk
hoping the length of my strides
would project strength I didn’t have on
the inside.

There is no reason I couldn’t.

A ring tone
my pastor
calls me
to read Isaiah 42:16:
“I will lead the blind by ways they have
not seen
Along unfamiliar paths I will guide them.” “Your ways are higher than mine,
You see the labyrinth’s end from a bird’s
For my birthday my parents give me
eye view.
a card from Kenya Such knowledge is too wonderful for me,
flipflops and a proverb:
Too lofty for me to attain.
“The path is made by walking.”
“I will give thanks to you, Lord, with all
I will be collecting proverbs
my heart;
connecting them with scripture’s wisdom.
I will tell of all your wonderful deeds.”
I have already started.

New things shown
God
calls me
This time I humble my pride,
silence myself to seek the ancient paths. “This is the way, walk in it.”
A ring tone
an editor
tells me my writing will be published.
a coauthor
quotes Antonio Machado
“Caminante, no hay camino,
se hace camino al andar.”
In Walden’s solitary naturescape
feet padding to the pond
wore a groove through the grass.
A ring tone
a stranger
calls me
to work on the Africa Study Bible team.
the job
calls me
to move to Nairobi.
I wanted to settle
two more years at least in Minnesota
but my gut
freed me of job or house ties.

“You go before me,
You hem me in behind.
I trust in you,
Because you are the path-maker.
I step inside your footprints
You have already pressed the
snow smooth.

I have already started.
--Hannah Rasmussen

I have already started.
Sing into the unknown
I call out:
“If you will be with me
On this journey I am taking
If you will give me food to eat
And clothes to wear
So that I return safely
To my father’s household.
Then you, Lord, will be my God
And I will follow you.
“Like in blindfolded partner dodgeball,
Your voice will tell me “This is the Way.”
Through a shadowed valley,
Your word is my streetlamp.
I wait for your direction
I listen to your commands.
If I do what you want
You will make certain each step I take
is sure.
You hold my hand
So if I stumble, I still won’t fall.
Knowing you will never forsake me,
I walk with grace and confidence.

Editor’s note: Hannah has transitioned
to her new “old” home in Kenya now.
Having been raised in East Africa as a
missionary kid, this is nothing new to
her. We are sure she feels right at
home. And she really IS back home—
with her parents and siblings—just
working on a new project, the Africa
Study Bible.
We will miss you, Hannah at Bethel
and at Macalester! God bless you and
use you on whatever road you find
yourself!

Answers to the poem on page 14—Title: right, way 1. to 2. build 3. bear 4. their, to 5. some, seem, minor 6. but, you’re, through 7. you, be
8. pain 9. so, flower 10. or, their 11. pray, would 12. your
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This brief, simple testimony directed my attention back to
the example of Jesus' teaching ministry and my need of
In spring 2013, Annette Olson spoke about the motivational Him. I can identify with the confession Margaret's oldest
student made when he said, “I was a devil.” The same pride
gift of teacher as part of the sermon series on praxis
(function) gifts that God has entrusted to the body of Christ. and rebellion that the devil has expressed against God has
sadly been resident in my heart more times than I want to
Some of the characteristics she highlighted in Jesus'
teaching ministry were the fact that He took time, educated admit. I have often struggled with wanting to live the way I
with energy and enthusiasm, coached with compassion, and want, not according to God's loving plan.
helped His followers grow to their full potential. As I have
The good news is that Jesus, as “a good teacher,” came
been thinking about these teaching qualities, I have been
into the darkness in my life and taught me “honor and
reminded of Margaret J. Maniece, a woman who taught in
morals and how to live.” I needed someone who could
my hometown of Estherville, Iowa, for forty-one years.
deliver me from my wayward choices and the tragic
consequences they naturally produce. Jesus came to me
Margaret served as a teacher and school principal in
right where I was—“outside the school room”—and provided
Estherville in the first half of the twentieth century. I never
all the “necessities” I so desperately lacked in my cold,
knew her, but I received the first five years of my formal
broken heart.
eduation at a school that was named after her. When that
school building was torn down in 2008, the local newspaper
told the story of her life and educational career. It quoted the When Jesus came to me, I recognized that though He was
God, He was also man. I could identify with Him, much as
program for the dedication of Maniece School in 1951 and
described Margaret as “a true teacher with the high ideals of Margaret's oldest pupil remembered that she “wasn't much
older than I was.” Jesus was not a distant God who could
the profession.” It explained that she believed “it was her
not identify with the difficulties I was facing in my life.
duty to teach honor and morals and how to live, as well as
However, because He was God the Son who had come to
the three R's.”
give me healing and hope, He, through His words and His
life, taught me that I could have a true, loving relationship
The news article gave a specific illustration that bears
witness to the way Margaret taught her students “honor and with God the Father. He was, to the fullest degree possible,
“a true teacher with the high ideals of the profession.”
morals and how to live.” It said, “She was interested in her
pupils outside the school room and many children have
been furnished warm clothing, shoes and other necessities But Jesus was much more than a teacher of the highest
through her generosity.” A companion feature article, based caliber. When He came to earth two thousand years ago,
He came as Savior, to suffer and die for me, to take upon
on an interview with one of Margaret's nieces, added the
Himself the punishment I deserved for my sins. And on the
complementary comment that she “was outgoing, bubbly
and the kindest person. She had no harsh words for anyone third day, He rose from the dead to authenticate the truth
that I owe Him all honor as Master and Lord.
and was so good to do what she could for anybody.”

“A True Teacher”—and So Much More

Perhaps the most interesting thing I read in the articles
about Margaret was a statement that her oldest pupil made
when he attended the dedication of Maniece School. He
had been Margaret's student in nearby Dolliver, Iowa, in
1902 and 1903, not long after she began teaching. He
remembered his relationship with her in these terms: “I was
a devil, but she was a good teacher. She wasn't much older
than I was.”

Jesus came to make me a child of God, to bring me into a
growing love relationship with Him. He came to do the same
for you too. If you have not given your life to Jesus and
trusted in Him as your Savior and Lord, I urge you to do so
today. He will come to live and rule in you and give you the
precious gift of eternal life, beginning today.

There is an easy way to raise money for BCF Missions just by searching the
Internet with GoodSearch.com. It's simple. You use GoodSearch.com like any
other search engine — the site is powered by Yahoo! — but each time you do,
money is generated for BCF. The more people who use this, the more money
will go to the missions program here at Bethel.

You can also see how much has been raised by clicking the “amount raised”
button on the main page. An average of 1 penny is donated for every search
we do. Every bit helps!

It’s easy to get started. Just go to www.goodsearch.com and enter Bethel
Christian Fellowship Missions as your non-profit of choice. Make
goodsearch.com your home page or add it to your toolbar….then search away!
(Please note that image searches do not count toward fundraising AND, your
search must be legitimate. You may not search for google.com on goodsearch.
That is considered a fraudulent search and will not be counted toward our goal.)

--Ken Holmgren

You cay also do a good portion of your shopping online and earn varying percentages of your purchase price for missions. Check it out at the following address:
http://www.goodsearch.com/goodshop.aspx
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